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Deforming Shakespeare’s Sonnets: Topic Models as Poems 
Deformance and Generative Criticism of Canonical Texts 
In their essay “Deformance and Interpretation,” Lisa Samuels and Jerome McGann follow 
Emily Dickinson’s suggestion that “Reading Backward” could “overtake the mind”: “Did you 
ever read one of her Poems backward, because the plunge from the front overturned you? I 
sometimes (often have, many times) have—a Something overtakes the Mind.”1 Dickinson 
was “overturned” by the usual approach to a poem; and so she read backward, with the 
result that, “a Something overtakes the Mind.” There are mental and embodied 
consequences to reversing the reading procedure, and Samuels and McGann pursue 
reading backward as a path toward what they call “deformative criticism.”2 Ultimately, in 
being overtaken, the critic can move beyond interpretation, or the search for a singular 
meaning in the creative work. Instead, deformative criticism takes seriously the 
performative aspects of the poetic object; actually reading a poem backward illuminates 
the fact that interpretation is a secondary activity, based on the pre-existing “systemic 
intelligibility” of the poem.3 Importantly, the poem’s “systemic intelligibility” is not 
determined by the author of the work; because poems are not primarily communicative 
texts, there is no real need to maintain authorial intention. Samuels and McGann highlight, 
however, that most traditional literary criticism effectively reifies the poetic text: 
Critical and interpretive limits are thus regularly established … [and] taken as 
inviolable. From an interpretive point of view, this assumption brackets off from 
attention crucial features of imaginative works, features wherein the elemental 
forms of meaning are built and elaborated. These forms are so basic and 
conventionally governed—they are alphabetical and diacritical; they are the rules 
for character formation, character arrangement, and textual space, as well as for the 
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structural forms of words, phrases, and higher morphemic and phonemic units—
that readers tend to treat them as preinterpretive and precritical. In truth, however, 
they comprise the operating system of language, the basis that drives and supports 
the front-end software. That computing metaphor explains why most readers do not 
fool around with these levels of language. 4 
This passage asserts that critics take a poem’s form as absolutely “inviolable,” as a stable 
and permanent fact of the work. Samuels and McGann argue that as a result of this 
reification, critics thus “bracket off” the fact that language is made of letters, which 
themselves have shapes and normative appearances. These letters in turn form words, 
whose spelling is (for the most part) fixed; and set phrases and idiomatic expressions give 
structure to linguistic communication. The authors salvage words, phrases (etc.) from the 
obscurity of technique; they explain these supposedly “preinterpretive” aspects of linguistic 
creativity with a computational metaphor: letter-shapes are like a computer program; they 
are the “operating system of language” that “drives and supports the front-end software.” 
What deformative criticism offers, then, is potential attention to the material medium of 
language, deploying a “computing metaphor” to explain why “most readers” do not pay 
attention to this medium. In this context, most readers are humanist literary scholars; and 
they do not pay attention to this “level of language” because it is, presumably, just too hard 
to do so. In fact, the recent rise of digital, experimental, and computational approaches to 
the humanities increase the opportunities available for critics to pay attention to language 
in this way, and to do so on an unprecendented scale.  
This essay follows the computational thread Samuels and McGann begin to unspool 
and runs another highly-canonical text, Shakespeare’s Sonnets, through a topic modeling 
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package in the statistical software R. While topic models are a common tool in digital 
humanities, the Sonnets have not been topic modeled. There are many good reasons for 
this, a few of which I will explain shortly; and yet there are good reasons to bring together a 
highly useful tool and this very canonical text, both to learn what the tool can offer and 
because close reading the products of distant reading demonstrates the socially-embedded 
nature of critical process.  
As an author steeped in the humanist educational system of late sixteenth-century 
England, Shakespeare relies on the forms of his poetry to perform communicative 
functions. What unites humanist poems and digital humanities word clouds is an abiding 
concern with form, and particularly form as endowed with social meaning. Taken together, 
theories of early modern poetic form and modern digital humanities topic modeling 
practices emphasize that digital humanities products are not transparent keys to the text: 
they are generative, and are best when read like poems, a shaped remediation of language. 
And as generative products, they further illuminate the constructed nature of the processes 
behind both computational and traditional literary criticism. 
Goals and Limitations of Computing Shakespeare 
While traditional literary criticism is focused on the written product (the article, the 
chapter, the conference paper), both deformance and what Stephen Ramsay calls 
“algorithmic criticism” are focused on the critical process that precedes those products. 
Ramsay argues, like Samuels and McGann, that "Literary-critical interpretation is not just a 
qualitative matter; it is also an insistently subjective manner of engagement.”5 If literary 
criticism is deeply subjective in its choice of texts and its preference for certain approaches 
to those texts (i.e., psychoanalytic, New Formalist, New Historicist, queer theory, critical 
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race theory, and so on), it is also most often evaluated not according to some standard of 
truth, but rather “in terms of the nature and depth of the discussions that result.”6 Scholars 
evaluate ideas based on how much they make us think: the goal is never to end the 
discussion, but rather to deepen it, broaden it, to bring in multiple perspectives that enrich 
our understanding of the text in question. Ramsay extends this to computational 
approaches to literary study, claiming that "if text analysis is to participate in literary 
critical endeavor in some manner beyond fact-checking, it must endeavor to assist the critic 
in the unfolding of interpretative possibilities.”7 This is precisely what I propose to do: to 
transform the Sonnets, to deform them, in order to deepen the discussion and unfold 
further “interpretative possibilities.” 
While it is not explicitly an act of either deformative or algorithmic criticism, 
Stephen Booth’s 1979 Essay on Shakespeare’s Sonnets plumbs the depths of what Samuels 
and McGann would identify as part of the “operating system of language”: not only the 
meaningful content words, but also the function words of the poems, are examined in a 
laborious human-powered process. These words, like and, but, or the, serve as the linguistic 
glue of Shakespeare’s poetic project. Booth focuses on the function words in order to argue 
that Shakespeare’s Sonnets had no single governing pattern; rather, the very multiplicity of 
patterns both within single sonnets and across the collection as a whole meant that no 
single pattern could take priority.8 Indeed, the patternings of function words such as these 
have been taken up by computational humanist scholars in authorship arguments including 
but not limited to Shakespeare. Hugh Craig, Jonathan Hope, Michael Witmore, and Jonathan 
Lamb have all used computational tools such as word searches, stylometry, and sentiment 
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analysis on Shakespeare’s plays, and Booth’s argument thus set a precedent for similar 
computational approaches.  
Given Shakespeare’s uber-canonical status and the pre-existing interest in the nuts 
and bolts of the poet’s language, there is surprisingly little work done on the plays via the 
popular topic modeling method. The only scholars to topic model the semantic content of 
the plays (as opposed to non-semantic features like character names) are Laura Estill and 
Luis Meneses, in a recent article on the Henriad.9 They attribute the “relative lack of topic 
modeling” of the plays “to the fact that [Shakespeare’s] most popular works today are 
plays; [and] rather than having an overarching narrative or authorial voice, Shakespeare 
dramatizes many characters with distinct voices.”10 In other words, because the plays shift 
between characters with varying and distinct voices, topic modeling algorithms would have 
a difficult time detecting latent patterns across the text; one of the things topic models 
assume is a unified authorial voice. 
The Sonnets pose a different challenge. The diffuse voicing of the plays is less of a 
problem, but the available corpus dramatically shrinks, and topic modeling—or any 
computational approach—requires a large corpus, preferably on the order of hundreds of 
thousands (if not millions) of words. Craig points out that Shakespeare’s dramatic corpus is 
proportionally larger than that of his contemporaries, which means that applying 
computational tools to the plays will produce more reliable results, mathematically 
speaking.11 Topic modeling could thus be applied to plays, and the results could be 
regarded as significant. In contrast, because the non-dramatic corpus is so small, the results 
will not be statistically significant. Thus, though Shakespeare’s non-dramatic poems do 
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present a more unified authorial voice, as a corpus they are arguably too small for 
computational techniques.12 
This leads to the most important mathematical objection to topic modeling: it is 
explicitly developed as a tool for discovery in a corpus too large for human readers to 
successfully extract the subtle linguistic features that unify the text. David Blei, one of the 
original authors of LDA (or latent Dirichlet association, the most straightforward method 
for topic modeling) writes: “Imagine searching and exploring documents based on the 
themes that run through them”; and “Topic models are algorithms for discovering the main 
themes that pervade a large and otherwise unstructured collection of documents”; and that 
topic models “have been used to find patterns in genetic data, images, and social networks” 
(all emphases mine).13 The importance of topic modeling as a digital humanist tool lies in 
its capacity for exploration and discovery. Topic models are meant to explore very large 
corpora, and since the Sonnets corpus is so small, we simply haven’t needed to. The Sonnets 
are thus the delicate fossil that the topic modeling shovel is too big to excavate 
appropriately. 
Taking the above objections into account, there are still two persuasive reasons to 
topic model the Sonnets, and particularly to output those topic models as word clouds. 
First, following Ramsay, doing so produces linguistic objects that themselves invite further 
interpretation and discussion. Second, and relatedly, word clouds seem more easily 
interpretable by literary scholars, which helps illuminate the constructed nature of even 
traditional literary criticism. Here, I want to argue for the value of applying our carefully-
honed skills of close reading, not just to great texts, but also to the products of distant 
reading, of taking word clouds seriously as subjects of literary interpretation. Thereby a 
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computational deformance emerges, illuminated by how Shakespeare and his 
contemporaries viewed form as socially communicative.  
Communicative Functions In and Through Form in Renaissance Poetry 
The practice of shaping language is not unique to topic models nor to early modern poetry; 
indeed, poetry is at its heart a process of formalizing language in order to communicate in 
ways prohibited by the structures of prose. Mutlu Konuk Blasing argues for the 
defamiliarizing power of poetic form, suggesting that it is poetic form which not only 
shapes language into certain patterns, but suggests an entire other order of being. She 
writes, poetry  
is not mimesis. Above everything else, it is a formal practice that keeps in view 
the…otherness of the material medium of language to all that humans do with it—
refer, represent, express, narrate, imitate, communicate, think, reason, theorize, 
philosophize. It offers an experience of another kind of order, a system that operates 
independently of the production of the meaningful discourse that it enables.14 
Not only does poetry defamiliarize the communicative function of language, it deliberately 
highlights the “otherness” of this presumably communicative medium to its mundane 
function. In forming words, whether into lines, quatrains, or word clouds, the author and 
reader enter in to “another kind of order,” one in which form sets function aside in favor of 
itself. Form foregrounds the medium as always present and always important to the 
message; and for Blasing, form is an ontological concern, one which can potentially escape 
the mundane task of communication altogether. This is why word clouds, as a product of 
computational criticism, are suitable entry points for scholars of literature; we are 
accustomed to immersing ourselves in defamiliarized textual objects.  
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Early modern poets took form just as seriously as Blasing; for them, too, it carried 
enormous weight. They further saw linguistic form as a way of communicating: form is 
both a shape given to language, and a kind of content itself. Writing about Shakespeare’s 
position in the early modern literary marketplace, Lamb claims that “words must take a 
form, even when spoken…words occur as and in forms, and writers interacted with the 
market of words in and through form.”15 Lamb further argues for the primacy of form in the 
years around the turn of the seventeenth century, in part because of the “historical 
convergences” of phenomena including the emergence of mercantilism, the book trade, 
manuscript circulation, and the theater industry, among others.16 The educational situation 
in particular contributed to form’s importance, since “by the last three decades of the 
sixteenth century, humanist educational reforms” meant that “multiple generations of a 
single family…would have received similar instruction in writing production. These 
students learned to value imitation, copiousness, and rhetorical flexibility.”17 By the time 
Shakespeare was an active author, the norms of writing copiously and flexibly would have 
been ingrained not only within a large proportion of his peers, but also across multiple 
generations of readers who would have received the same training.  
As these literary habits became more culturally codified, form became increasingly 
important as a way of communicating an author’s message. Rosalie Colie puts it thus: 
“Rhetorical education, always a model-following enterprise, increasingly stressed 
structures as well as styles to be imitated in the humane letters—epistles, orations, 
discourses, dialogues, histories, poems.”18 Not only did authors imitate styles, they began 
increasingly to imitate structures, or what Colie labels “kinds,” of writing. Humanist 
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education, even as it valued the copia of authors and educators like Erasmus, increasingly 
emphasized the structures given to such copious literary performance.  
The thorough entrenchment of humanist educational practices thus enabled what 
Lamb identifies as a shift in literary taste, endowing form with even more weight. In Lamb’s 
words, “as the sixteenth-century value of copiousness and eloquence gave way to the 
seventeenth-century value of plainness and directness of expression, writers and readers 
valued form because it conveyed ideas accurately and appropriately.”19 Form was 
important not only because of the shape it gave to language, which allowed for 
communication; form was also important because it carried its own communicative 
functions. As humanist authors communicated “in and through form,” so can modern 
literary scholars communicate in and through the forms of our scholarship about these 
authors. 
George Puttenham’s Arte of English Poesy (1589) provides one of many 
contemporaneous guides to the forms and structures that language could take.20 A 
masterful compendium of contemporary thinking about the literary and social functions of 
language, the Arte included proliferating definitions of figures including metaphor, simile, 
synecdoche, hypallage, onomatopoeia, and so on. For Puttenham, each of these figures of 
speech were a kind of formed language, meant to delight and persuade a reader or hearer 
on a particular topic on a particular occasion. A striking instance of describing the 
communicative functions of form is in Puttenham’s section on shaped poems; and as we 
shall see, these functions apply strikingly well to word clouds that I will discuss later. At the 
end of Book 2, “Of Proportion Poetical,” Puttenham, in addition to the figures of speech 
mentioned above, delineates the “proportion in figure,” or the ways in which a poet can 
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materially shape his verses into shapes such as a lozenge, “romboides,” the “triangle,” the 
“square,” and the “pilaster, or cillinder.”21 Puttenham elaborates that the “proportion in 
figure” is  
so called for that it yield an ocular representation, your meters being by good 
symmetry reduced into certain geometrical figures, whereby the maker is 
restrained to keep him within his bounds, and showeth not only more art, but 
serveth also much better for briefness and subtlety of device.22  
Choosing a physical shape for the verses is premised on the idea that “good symmetry” in 
meter can be “reduced into certain geometrical figures.” When Puttenham advocates for 
the reduction of a verse, it is because doing so can increase the “briefness and subtlety of 
device”; to reduce in this context is to distill, in the sense of increased potency.23 In fact, 
reducing a verse to a geometric figure is a way for the poet to convey his “art”; when “the 
maker is restrained” within strict geometrical bounds, he “showeth…more art.” In other 
words, a verse conveys its soundness, and the poet his prowess, by conforming to 
recognizable geometrical shapes.24 Form comes first, content second; and even setting 
aside the difference in genre (e.g., poetry vs scholarship about poetry), modern scholars 
often prioritize content. For example, we might ask, is a given idea an argument for a blog 
post? For a journal article? For a book chapter? We often assume, and I think correctly, that 
the idea must come first and the form second. Word clouds, as computational deformance, 
shorten the distance between form and content, between idea and written product. They 
are an argument, in form. 
One notable seventeenth-century example of form performing a communicative 
function is George Herbert’s “The Altar.” Published posthumously in 1633, “The Altar” is a 
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devotional poem whose form enacts its content; more precisely, however, the form is part 
of the content. 
  
 
Figure 1: Herbert's The Altar, from The Temple (1633)25 
A broken A L T A R, Lord, thy servant reares, 
    Made of a heart, and cemented with teares: 
       Whose parts are as thy hand did frame; 
      No workmans tool hath touch’d the same. 
A H E A RT alone 
Is such a stone, 
As nothing but 
Thy pow’r doth cut. 
Wherefore each part 
Of my hard heart 
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Meets in this frame, 
To praise thy Name; 
      That, if I chance to hold my peace, 
    These stones to praise thee may not cease. 
    O let thy blessed S A C R I F I C E be mine, 
     And sanctifie this A L T A R to be thine.  
Herbert presents his heart to God as a “broken altar,” which has been “cemented with 
teares”; he then prays that God’s “blessed sacrifice be mine,” which will further “sanctifie 
this altar to be thine.” The poem sets itself up as an altar upon which Herbert offers himself; 
it also takes the form of an altar; it is an altar twice over. In this way, Herbert’s altar 
conforms to Lamb’s sense that form “conveyed ideas accurately and appropriately.” 
Herbert offers an altar and/as an altar, in the hope that God will “sanctifie” his offering.  
Reading this poem without Puttenham, or perhaps aurally, we lose fully half of the 
meaning—that meaning which is carried by the form (and would be understood by 
Herbert’s humanist audience). Puttenham describes the altar, or pillar, as the “figure 
among all the rest of the geometrical most beautiful…By this figure is signified stay, 
support, rest, state, and magnificence.”26 The altar is the most beautiful of the geometric 
figures, in part because of what that shape means. The “figure,” or form, of the poem 
“signifie[s]”; form means just as much as it shapes meaning. Herbert says his altar is 
“broken,” made of the stone which is his heart; that only God has the power to “sanctifie” 
and thereby heal his heart; that only then will the stones of the altar “praise thee” without 
“cease.”27 And yet, when Herbert offers this (majestic) form, it is at odds with its humble 
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content. The form of the poem signals that the poet knows his worth as a poet—the altar is 
made of a broken heart, and it is magnificent.  
Shaped poems like Herbert’s are certainly heightened examples of form shaping 
language; but form was as visible to Shakespeare as it was to Herbert. After all, one of the 
major distinguishing features of poetry—as opposed to prose—is an insistence on the 
shapes language can take. For Shakespeare, this insistence manifests as repetition. Not only 
are there repetitive themes within sonnets, themes extend between sonnets so that 
scholars group poems according to theme; the “young man” and the “dark lady” sonnets are 
the most obvious example. Add this to the fact that all the sonnets (except two) have 
fourteen lines, and that many follow the English model of three quatrains and a couplet, 
and you have a highly-patterned and highly-structured text that returns over and over 
again to the same kinds of topics, often with the same words and phrases. Booth puts it 
thus: “as the sonnet form extends the basic verse principle of multiple organization, so 
Shakespeare’s sonnets reflect and magnify the tendencies of the form itself.”28 In other 
words, the tendency of the sonnet form to multiple organizations of linguistic content are 
magnified in Shakespeare’s repetition of form: the repeated themes of the Petrarchan love 
sequence are further conveyed in a nearly-unvarying use of form. 
In the spirit of the delicate and detailed excavation of meaning typical of much 
literary criticism, I offer a reading of Sonnet 65, in which Shakespeare negotiates the 
English sonnet form and the poem’s own relation to its literary tradition. In emphasizing 
the three-quatrains-and-a-couplet structure of a typical sonnet, the poet thereby meditates 
on the inevitability of temporal destruction, and mourns the fact that even things human 
think of as durable are subject to decay. 
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Since brass, nor stone, nor earth, nor boundless sea, 
But sad mortality o'ersways their power, 
How with this rage shall beauty hold a plea, 
Whose action is no stronger than a flower? 
O! how shall summer's honey breath hold out, 
Against the wrackful siege of battering days, 
When rocks impregnable are not so stout, 
Nor gates of steel so strong but Time decays? 
O fearful meditation! where, alack, 
Shall Time's best jewel from Time's chest lie hid? 
Or what strong hand can hold his swift foot back? 
Or who his spoil of beauty can forbid? 
    O! none, unless this miracle have might, 
    That in black ink my love may still shine bright. 
The first quatrain asks, if even brass and stone, the earth and the sea, are subject to 
mortality, what hope can mere beauty have? The next quatrain restates the problem, now 
intensified with the vocative “O!” at the beginning of line 5; “summer’s honey breath” has 
no hope against the “wrackful siege of battering days,” since “rocks” and “gates of steel” will 
also decay with the passage of time. The sonnet begins to sound despairing, as the problem 
is restated again and again: if even the biggest and strongest entities can decay, what hope 
is there for something so perishable as a young man’s beauty, “whose action is no stronger 
than a flower”? The final lines seem to further this hopeless note, as the poet asks, “who 
[Time’s] spoil of beauty can forbid”, and then answers “O! none, unless this miracle have 
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might, / That in black ink my love may still shine bright.” All beauty is lost, unless the 
“miracle” of the poet’s “black ink” can preserve his love, and implicitly the beautiful 
beloved.  
Such a hope seems tenuous, but is strengthened by the parallel structure of the 
sonnet’s line groupings. Both the second and the third quatrain begin with “O,” as does the 
final couplet. The single-letter vocative carries the form, and in turn, the meaning, since the 
repetition of the exclamation in the statement of both the problem (even powerful things 
like rocks and steel will decay, thus the youth’s beauty has no hope of survival) and the 
solution (the miracle of the poetic project) creates an equivalency between problem and 
solution. While the poet presents the survival of his poems as a “miracle,” the linked 
structure of the sonnet actually strengthens his own “black ink,” lending it enough power 
that it might also be able to compete with the “wrackful siege” of Time’s onward march. 
Rather, Time marches on, but form allows the poet to return again and again to the 
moment of the vocative “O.” 
This sonnet worries about several things, chief among them the sheer destructive 
power of Time. And one of the ways it demonstrates its worry is through repetition, both of 
words and of ideas. In addition to the repeated exclamation “O” at the second and third 
quatrains and the final couplet, each quatrain effectively repeats the question, “what hope 
for frail beauty if even strong things decay with time?” The sonnet is indeed a “fearful 
meditation,” a repetitive mulling-over of a seemingly-unsolvable problem, heightening its 
musings with repeated words.  
The formal division of the sonnet into threes suggests one of the social engagements 
of the form, namely with the structures of literary tradition. Writing about sonnet 104 (“To 
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me, fair friend, you never can be old”) and its repetitions of the word three, Colin Burrow 
notes that “sonneteers tended to live life in multiples of three”: Burrow cites Horace, 
Phillipe Desportes, and Pierre Ronsard as sonnet writers who also organize their 
experience of the beloved in threes. In organizing his “fearful meditation” around three 
vocative “Os,” Shakespeare signals a trope of his poetic tradition. 29 In other words, 
reinforcing the sonnet’s form with a repeated exclamation and thus reiterating the triadic 
division of the poem reinscribes a trope of the sonnet tradition, solidifying Shakespeare’s 
presentation of his sonnets as precisely a part of this tradition. Content here draws 
attention to form as the repeated words highlight the quatrains and couplet which 
structure the poem. And as content points insistently to form, the form reinforces the 
content, creating a textual object in which the space between form and content shrinks. In 
this way, this sonnet is very like a word cloud. 
An Introduction to Successful Topic Modeling and its Exploratory Productions 
Before pursuing the creative deployment of word clouds, I want to offer yet another 
overview of topic modeling as a computationally-successful procedure; as the old axiom 
goes, it is important to know the rules in order to break them.30 In order to successfully 
topic model, Megan Brett lists four different “things you will need” in order to topic model: 
“A corpus, preferably a large one”; “Familiarity with the corpus”; “A tool to do the topic 
modeling”; and “A way to understand your results.”31 In my case, my corpus is 
Shakespeare’s Sonnets; my tool was the LDA (latent Dirichlet association) method in R; and 
in order to understand my results I output the topic models into both .csv format (also 
known as an Excel spreadsheet) and word clouds. As I ran the LDA algorithm on the 
Sonnets, I performed a few discrete operations on the text. First, all special characters were 
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stripped out of the text, including numbers and punctuation; each word was then removed 
from its context, the computational equivalent of throwing every word-token into a bag 
and shaking it. The corpus became a collection of words, or rather distinct word-tokens 
(w1, w2……wn), without semantic meaning. The program does not “interpret” the words, 
nor does it read context; rather, each word is simply a unique token.  
This process transforms the Sonnets from a structured and ordered text into an 
undifferentiated collection of word-tokens. The next step is to infer the topics that unite the 
corpus, or to restructure this collection of word-tokens again, but this time in topics instead 
of documents. To do so, R takes each word-token from the giant bag and sorts it into an 
arbitrary number of topics set by the researcher, comparatively poorly at first, and then 
after several thousand repetitions, with increasing certainty, until (to quote Shawn Graham 
et al) “it settles on the most likely distribution of words into baskets, which we call 
topics.”32  For this project, I combined R code from Matthew Jockers and Kailash Awaiti.33 
Awaiti describes the LDA method of topic modeling thusly:  
The basic assumption behind LDA is that each of the documents in a collection 
consist of a mixture of collection-wide topics. However, in reality we observe only 
documents and words, not topics – the latter are part of the hidden (or latent) 
structure of documents. The aim is to infer the latent topic structure given the 
words and document.  LDA does this by recreating the documents in the corpus by 
adjusting the relative importance of topics in documents and words in topics 
iteratively.34 
LDA assumes that a corpus is made of three things: documents, topics, and words. It also 
assumes that an individual document in a corpus contains topics that are likely shared 
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across other documents in that corpus, and that each topic and each document are made up 
of words. Humans, however, only see two of these three; we only read the words to 
understand the documents, and tend to miss the shared latent topics which unite the 
corpus. LDA works backward from a set of documents to guess what kinds of “discourses,” 
or topics, produced those documents. 
Topic modeling is thus also a kind of reversal of the creative process: as David Blei 
puts it,  
the central computational problem for topic modeling is to use the observed 
documents to infer the hidden topic structure. This can be thought of as ‘reversing’ 
the generative process—what is the hidden structure that likely generated the 
observed collection?35 
Given the assumption that a text contains several different latent topics—the Sonnets are 
about love, but they are also about what counts as beauty, and about human procreation, 
and about literary immortality—topic modeling throws all the words into a bag, then pulls 
them out again in an attempt to model what those topics look like independent of their 
literary context.  
Scholars have translated the mathematical procedure behind LDA in different ways, 
most having to do with food. Matt Jockers uses the metaphor of a buffet, from which each 
author selects the foods/words that they most enjoy;36 Lisa Marie Rhody describes it as 
guessing at the produce available at a farmer’s market, where each topic is a basket, into 
which different kinds of produce are sorted by your neighbors, enabling you to deduce the 
kinds and proportions of produce available at the market.37 This emphasis on deduction 
and probability clarify that LDA, in contrast to plug-and-play tools like Wordle, is not based 
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in word counts: so rather than simply observing the produce that made it into the basket 
(known), topic modeling tries to guess at what the options were to begin with (unknown). 
Both of these explanations make most sense when the corpus includes multiple authors 
and multiple documents, including millions and even billions of words: the metaphors of 
selection, whether from a buffet or a market, represent authorial style as a series of choices 
that conform to personal preference. Importantly, those choices are not necessarily 
conscious ones; part of what topic modeling promises is to extract the latent patterns in 
word usage that characterize different concepts, or topics. The metaphor of choice, then, 
sees different texts by different authors as, basically, a series of different choices that 
accumulate toward a single overarching text. 
If topic modeling a multiple-author corpus is explained by a series of authorial 
preferences that build to a larger corpus that can be broken down into its constituent parts 
(like a buffet or a farmer’s market), for a single-author corpus, it is most useful to think of 
the author’s text as a series of combinations of certain set linguistic patterns (like a recipe). 
As Craig and Arthur Kinney argue, following Stephen Pinker and other cognitive scientists, 
the brain contains “a recipe or program that can build an unlimited set of sentences out of a 
finite list of words.”38 A person only knows so many words; in order to produce language 
(whether creative or communicative), those words are like ingredients which are capable 
of nearly infinite variation. 39 Further, this set of word-ingredients reveals that human 
brains contain “a recipe or program” for language use which remains “effectively set 
throughout an author’s career.”40 
Pursuing the idea of language use as a recipe, or a set list of ingredients which are 
combined and recombined in a variety of ways, we thus might imagine Shakespeare as a 
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contestant on one of many recent and popular cooking shows. A common challenge is for 
the host to provide the contestants with a set list of premium ingredients, and then demand 
they make something delicious that is also frequently counter to the expected outcome. 
Because of the fixity of the sonnet form, this challenge would instead likely be a list of 
unusual (and still premium) ingredients, and the contestants would be required to combine 
them to produce the same dish every time. Let’s say that for this show the contestants are 
asked to make three different versions of eggs benedict, a savory breakfast typically made 
with English muffins, ham or back bacon, poached eggs, and a hollandaise sauce. The first 
round would require them to use lobster, grape jelly, and beef stock; the second to make a 
sweet dessert version with all eggs and eggs replacements forbidden; and the third to 
incorporate all the ingredients used in the first two versions. Some ingredients are thus 
repeated; some are omitted; but always, the contestants must produce something 
recognizable as eggs Benedict. 
In his Sonnets, Shakespeare has a vocabulary of both words and ideas available to 
him, about love, beauty, mortality, sex, desire, currency, the natural world, and so on; and 
he combines and recombines them to produce 154 different sonnets. Just as the cooking-
show contestants combine, omit, and reuse ingredients, the poet reuses, omits, and 
combines themes and ideas to produce seemingly-infinite variation in a rigidly-determined 
form. In Booth’s words, the Sonnets are structured by “the recurrence in the sequence of 
themes, situations, ideas, and images”; not only does Shakespeare order his individual 
poems through repetition, as in Sonnet 65, he also repeats themes and ideas throughout 
the sequence.41   
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Topic Modeling: Creating Patterns for Analysis 
In proposing that topic modeling a poetic corpus can produce poems, I am following 
an idea suggested by Rhody’s article “Topic Modeling and Figurative Language,” in which 
she argues that topic models can indeed be successfully deployed on a poetic corpus 
precisely because of the interpretive space between topic model and original text.42 Rhody 
suggests that topic modeling “can help us to get to new questions and discoveries — not 
because topic modeling works perfectly, but because poetry causes it to fail in ways that 
are potentially productive for literary scholars.”43 For Rhody, topic modeling poetry 
highlights the weak points in topic modeling as a method per se, and allows for a certain 
kind of “beautiful failure” that nevertheless provides avenues for discovery. Topic 
modeling, in spite of its bluntness as a tool for excavating meaning, provides the outlines 
for further fine-detail work. Topic models, and word clouds in particular, thus become both 
representative and generative of meaning; as I remediate the words in Shakespeare’s 
Sonnets, I also create new textual objects that generate their own poetic (because of their 
formal) function. 
Human readers can identify patterns in the Sonnets; and with enough time, talent, 
and dedication, they can identify even patterns that are typically harder to see, as 
evidenced by Booth’s reading of the function words in the sequence. Topic models reveal 
different kinds of patterns, however. When a corpus is topic modeled, Blei writes that “the 
interpretable topic distributions arise by computing the hidden structure that likely 
generated the observed collection of documents.”44 Topics, in other words, are the results 
of a computational process that attempts to statistically determine what kinds of topics 
would have come together to make up the document in the first place.45  
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Most topic modeling procedures output the results in tables (typically Excel 
spreadsheets) such as that in Figure 2.  
 
Figure 2: 10 topics containing the top 6 words in each topic 
Figure 2 is the result of asking R to find ten topics, and to only show me the top six words of 
each topic. (These are not fixed parameters; I could, for example, ask for twenty topics of 
twenty-five words each.) In these topics, we get an overview of the themes of the sonnets, 
based on how often the algorithm thinks the words are likely to co-occur. This is in strong 
distinction from visualization tools like Wordle or Voyant, which only count frequency of 
occurrence; LDA is a probabilistic method which considers context and proportion (in 
considering what other words co-occur, and how often). Thus, the top word in each topic is 
what each topic is most “about”; Topic 3, for example, is most about love, and next-most 
about possession (“mine”), and so on.  
But this spreadsheet is not enough; this is the version of computational scholarship 
that Ramsay would call simple “fact-checking.”46 For topic modeling to unfold “interpretive 
possibilities,” to meaningfully participate in literary criticism by deepening the discussion 
around the Sonnets, I turn to word clouds. Word clouds are the result of an aesthetic 
impulse, the desire to see my results in a form that I and other literary critics—readers 
immersed in the reading of both content and form—find more familiar. The truth of this 
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impulse is demonstrated by the fact that the script needed to output a word cloud does not 
perform any statistical or mathematical manipulations; instead, word clouds are a 
remediation of the spreadsheets. I thus argue that in the remediation from spreadsheet to 
word cloud, we see interpretive deformance at work; as I re-form the words of 
Shakespeare’s Sonnets, I enact a process that Puttenham would recognize and of which 
Ramsay would approve, highlighting textual form as both generative and communicative. 
In the following word clouds, I kept the number of topics at ten, and increased the 
number of word-tokens in each topic to 100. In gaining the increase in context offered by 
more words, I confirmed that most word clouds seemed to tell us what we already know: 
they either corresponded fairly directly to particular poems, or corroborated well-known 
scholarship. Indeed, this supports one of the objections to topic modeling the corpus; 
human readers have already discovered the themes that make up the structure of the 
Sonnets because of an extensive amount of time and attention devoted to discovering those 





Figure 3: "Praise" word cloud 
In Figure 3, the most prominent word is praise, surrounded by memory, pen, pleasure, life, 
and change. This topic recalls Joel Fineman’s argument about the Sonnets: they are 
primarily an iterative epideictic project, in which the poet praises his beloved over and 
over again, and in so doing writes his own selfhood into being.47  
 
 
Figure 4: "Time" word cloud 
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Similarly, Figure 4 illustrates Shakespeare’s preoccupation with the summer of the 
youth’s beauty, which the poet’s hand attempts to preserve against the ravages of time; this 
topic seems to correspond quite nicely to the Sonnets themselves, since even conservative 
investigation reveals eight sonnets that mention summer in conjunction with time and 
beauty.48 One such is Sonnet 12:  
When I do count the clock that tells the time, 
And see the brave day sunk in hideous night; 
When I behold the violet past prime, 
And sable curls all silver'd o'er with white; 
When lofty trees I see barren of leaves  
Which erst from heat did canopy the herd, 
And summer's green all girded up in sheaves 
Borne on the bier with white and bristly beard, 
Then of thy beauty do I question make, 
That thou among the wastes of time must go,  
Since sweets and beauties do themselves forsake 
And die as fast as they see others grow; 
    And nothing 'gainst Time's scythe can make defence 
    Save breed, to brave him when he takes thee hence.  
Addressing this poem to his beloved youth, the poet here observes things that mark the 
passage of time, such as clocks, violets, grey hair (“sable curls silvered o’er”), trees bare of 
leaves, and “summer’s green” wheat “girded up in sheaves” for the harvest. These 
observations lead him to question the beauty of the youth, since “sweets and beauties” all 
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“die as fast as they see others grow.” Nothing can guard against “Time’s scythe,” except to 
“breed,” or bear a son. In this sonnet, part of what is called the procreation sequence, 
Shakespeare posits a world in which all beauty dies, unless a child can be conceived to 
carry on the beauty of its father. In the word cloud of Figure 4, these concepts are thrown 
together by the proximity of key word-tokens. 
In the seemingly-precise correspondence between topic and poem, this topic 
suggests one of the broadest challenges to textual digital humanities scholarship. As Ben 
Schmidt writes, “The signal criticism of large-scale textual analysis by traditional humanists 
is that it tells scholars nothing they did not know before.”49  It looks as though we have 
learned nothing from this project; why put the Sonnets into word clouds, if we are sure we 
know everything about them?  
Yet this correspondence is a false one. Rhody puts the dilemma of seemingly-
transparent topic models in this way: “Even though the topics appear to have a semantic 
relationship with the poems because they appear so comprehensible, it is important to 
remember that semantically evident topics form around a manner of speech.”50 Even when 
we feel like we can simply read a word cloud, we must remember that topic models and the 
word clouds that stem from them are sets of patterns, combined with other co-occurring 
patterns. This word cloud is not a version of just sonnet 12; it is a combination of the eight 
sonnets (probably more) that examine these themes. Topics are not necessarily connected 
to the poems they model, nor are they the same as those poems. They are, however, a new 
“manner of speech,” a deformance of the original; they are an interpretation, and they also 
behave like poems because their textual form has pushed against the semantic content they 
might originally have held. 
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Shakespeare used the content of Sonnet 65 to emphasize the communicative 
function of form; following Marshall McLuhan, we thus might say that the poem’s medium 
is its message.51 The form is the content; and the value of topic modeling a highly-canonical 
corpus is precisely this new context. Topics are not the same as the poems they model; they 
are, however, remediations of the recipe with which Shakespeare was working. This topic 
model is not a Shakespearean sonnet: but it is, arguably, a poem, collaboratively written by 
Shakespeare and me.  
Looking at a more opaque word cloud clarifies this point; not all topics will easily 
confirm existing scholarship.  
 
Figure 5: "Thought" word cloud 
This topic is dominated by thought, and only very slightly less by loss; it seems to suggest a 
topic in which thoughts are the companions of grief and loss, surrounded by substances 
from the natural world like brass, jewels, oceans, air, shadows, crystal, or jade. Even though 
there are sonnets which deal with loss and grief (especially in the procreation sequence), 
this word cloud retains no semantic connection to them. Rather, it exists as its own 
linguistic object, seemingly self-contained and self-communicative. In its own contained 
way, this is something that Blasing would recognize as a lyric poem: it is non-referential, in 
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that its meaning is self-sufficient; it is poetic, in that its words are combined in surprising 
ways. 
Words clouds, then, are not an end or solution. Rather, they are an unfolding of new 
possibilities to be investigated by scholars, and packaged in a form that is familiar and 
legible to those scholars more than any other. In stripping words from their originary 
poetic context, the model creates something new; it is an analytical tool when used as a 
means of exploring a large corpus, but it is also an aesthetic object.52 The different sizes of 
each word invite comparison and speculation; in Figure 5, what is the proportional 
relationship between spite and toil that the different font sizes identify? Thought startles 
with its dominance, pursued or perhaps accompanied by loss; which comes first?  More, 
there are two ways that thought works here: if we take thought to be an abstract category, 
the other words clustered around thought—grief, plea, shadow, want, alack, spite, 
memory—are also ephemeral; rather, they speak to absence, to shadow, to non-presence. 
The second point of view is that thought should be read as a thought, a singular mental 
event that is thus more concrete. From here, other concrete nouns become more visible: 
brass, jewel, ocean, substance, jade, air, rose, flame, wardrobe, world, charter. Even the 
seemingly abstract categories like plea, grief, loss, or shadow take on a thought’s concrete 
singularity. Computational processes created new analytical pathways, encouraging new 
interpretive possibilities and new approaches to one of the most canonical of texts. A 
surprising topic generates new observations, sometimes about the original text, but often 




Distant reading’s methods and outcomes have been explicitly positioned as opposed to 
those of close reading. Thus performing close reading on a product of distant reading at 
first seems counterintuitive. Yet the formal concerns of the early modern period suggest 
that topic models are a way to reconsider poetic form; thinking of topic models as 
themselves aesthetic objects opens up further questions about the relationships between 
humanist studies and the tools, digital or not, with which we perform those studies. Form 
therefore opens the door to interpretation, to an awareness of the textual object as 
signaling multiple possibilities. As in Herbert’s altar, where the words of the poem say one 
thing but the form of the poem says another, in word clouds the primary function is to 
communicate that they are topic models. 
 A single sonnet, for Shakespeare, could be a statement about how sonneteers lived 
in threes; 154 of these sonnets, shouting their connections to their social context, became a 
manifesto. Word clouds of these sonnets are also a manifesto, a striking remediation of 
words stripped from their original historical, social, and literary contexts that still bellow 
their own social functions. They thus become, to borrow the words of concrete poet 
Emmett Williams, a “poetry far beyond paraphrase, a poetry that often asked to be 
completed or activated by the reader, a poetry of direct presentation—the word, not words, 
words, words or expressionistic squiggles—using the semantic, visual and phonetic 
elements of language as raw materials.”53 In giving poetic language a new shape, in 
deforming and remediating a collection of mere words, the critic makes choices which are, I 
argue, parallel to those Shakespeare made when composing his poems. As topic modeling 
programs break apart and reconstruct their text, a new kind of form emerges: new “models 
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of language” that do not follow the “laws of their creation.” In putting the Sonnets through 
an algorithm, and then seeing them anew in word clouds, computational scholars also 
participate in a (de)formalizing linguistic practice which produced the very objects of our 
study in the first place; we too shape language in ways that are not directly communicative. 
In other words, topic models behave like poems, in that they ask us to reconsider what, and 
more importantly how, we think we know things about language. In Rhody’s words, topic 
modeling figurative language  
means allowing for a…beautiful failure — not a failure of language, but a necessary 
inclination toward form that involves a diminishing of language’s possible meanings. 
However, the necessarily reductive methodology of sorting poetic language into 
relatively stable categories, as topic modeling suggests, yields precisely the kind of 
results that literary scholars might hope for — models of language that, having 
taken form, are at the same moment at odds with the laws of their creation.54 
In making anew the shapes of already-poetic language, and especially when doing so in a 
way which is counter to the communicative language on which topic model algorithms are 
trained, a new and “beautiful” form emerges: new “models of language” that do not follow 
the “laws of their creation.” To return to Blasing’s definition of a lyric poem, topic models 
are also “a formal practice that keeps in view the…otherness of the material medium of 
language to all that humans do with it.”55 In putting the Sonnets through an algorithm, and 
then seeing them anew in word clouds, we also participate in a formal linguistic practice; 
we too shape language in ways that are not directly communicative. 
 And yet word clouds do communicate; and I argue both that their medium is their 
message, and that they address what Alan Liu calls “the paradox of ‘notation versus 
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presentation.’”56 For Liu, who substantively adds to McLuhan’s arguments about new 
media, “notation” is when the audience (whether reading or viewing or hearing) 
experiences “new media as a kind of script or programming language that must be mentally 
decoded[, whereas] ‘Presentation’ means rendering the script intuitively or immediately.”57  
The audience either puzzles through the new media object piece by piece, or immediately 
gets it; Liu asks, “how will we ever change from clumsy searching, sampling, and text- or 
data-mining to directly grokking the data patterns” of the new media we encounter?   
 I propose that word clouds exist at the exact center of this paradox, and in fact serve 
as an object that allows the reader to experience both its terms at once. As a formal object, 
word clouds suggest both an immediate, impressionistic “grokking” of the underlying “data 
patterns” of the thing they remediate, and they invite the reader to perform the searching, 
delicate, sometimes-clumsy work of meaning-making that is close reading. And this is the 
value of word clouds, and, I would argue, of the products of computational humanities 
scholarship more broadly: such products exist both as an interpretation of an originary 
creative text, and as their own creative objects that provoke further interpretation. Word 
clouds are notation and presentation, medium and message, form and content: and in being 
both at once, they step outside of the paradox and become, like the Sonnets, the site of 
simultaneous mediation and provocation.  
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